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The PF Counselling Service is a voluntary counselling agency which offers both short and long term therapy to 
adults, irrespective of where they live or their ability to pay.  It was established in 1986 and is now the largest 
independent charity of its type providing voluntary counselling services in Edinburgh. We help people from all 
walks of life to overcome difficulties, to experience personal growth, and to make the changes necessary to 
lead a more fulfilling life. 

The PF provides a safe, supportive and non-judgemental therapeutic environment in which people can work 
with a counsellor/psychotherapist to address issues or concerns, past or present, which may be causing them 
difficulties. These may include issues with relationships, family, health, employment, self-esteem, or other 
major life challenges such as depression, anxiety, abuse, loss, grief or addictions.  

Every client matters to us, and we aim to offer everyone the support they need to tackle their own specific 
struggles or difficulties, if we possibly can. Our counsellors are committed and passionate professionals 
trained in a variety of counselling traditions, who volunteer their time every week to help our clients. 

It is also part of the work of the PF to support the development of counsellors and the counselling profession. 
Every year we offer placements to students studying for a professional counselling qualification, so that they 
can gain experience and develop their skills in a safe, supportive and carefully supervised environment.
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It’s a great honour to introduce the 2016/17 Annual Review for the PF Counselling Service. It 
explains our services, our finance and - so important to us and our clients - our people. I hope you 
find it interesting.

Last year, I reported that as a Board we were very worried about our rising waiting list as demand 
for our services rose.  We were very concerned when the waiting list for access to our counselling 
services rose to over 500 at the end of 2016, with an average wait of around 6 months to start 
counselling. Very reluctantly, we decided that we had to close our service to new clients for a while 
so we could reduce it to more manageable levels. We were all delighted when we were able to re-
open our waiting list to new clients in June, and the average time clients have to wait for counselling 
services is now around 8 weeks.

During the year we have been able to develop our counselling services even further. Firstly, the 
charity regulator approved the transfer of substantial funds to PF from a charity being wound up, 
for the specific purpose of providing counselling for young people in Edinburgh.  Secondly, we 
have started a pilot project with the Dean & Cauvin Trust for young people moving from care to 
independent living in the community.

During the year, we have been able to provide over 10,500 counselling sessions for 754 clients. 
None of this would have been possible without the support of so many people. 172 people have 
been involved in the delivery of our service. 18 were paid for their services – 4 employed staff, 
13 clinical supervisors and 1 associate director for 1 day a week. The other 154 people are all 
volunteers – 110 counsellors, 35 receptionists, 1 book-keeper, and 8 trustees. I would like to thank 
all of them on behalf of the Board and in particular thank those volunteers who very generously 
give up their time to support and help our clients.

Dick Manson
Chair
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The PF Board of Trustees (left-to-right) Matthew Haggis, Jan Buncle, Chris Hewitt, Dan Kelpie, Allan Sturrock, 
Alison Hampton, Dick Manson, Bea Dundonlad, Judith Fewell.
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It is a real delight to me that the PF continues to be the sound, professional, caring organisation 
that it is, playing an important part in the delivery of counselling and psychotherapy in Edinburgh.  

When I stop to wonder about how we do what we do, my thoughts always come back to all the 
people who help make the PF so special:

 · We wouldn’t be anything without our clients. Not only are they the reason we do any of it 
at all, but they really appreciate what we do for them.  And those who can even contribute 
financially to help keep us going.

 · Our counsellors, who come in all weathers, and sometimes after a hard day at work, to 
spend what would be free time with people who need their help.  Most see three or more 
clients a week, and spend additional time in supervision and Continuing Professional 
Development.

 · Of course, our staff who cheerfully keep everything going smoothly and efficiently:  
Appointments, cancellations, diaries, clients, emails, records, health-&-safety, volunteers, teas, 
biscuits, computers… there’s always something more to be sorted!

 · The small team of senior therapists who are our supervisors, providing professional 
guidance and support to all the counsellors.  They help ensure safe, ethical practices and are 
key to their continuing learning and development.  

 · Our receptionists, some of whom have been volunteering with us for many years, who 
provide the all-important first point of contact for many enquirers, clients and counsellors.  
Their calm ability to cope with incoming visitors, outgoing clients, and upcoming 
appointments always amazes me!

 · Crucial to our ongoing sustainability, of course, are our funders, donors, and sponsors.  
Whether it’s a private individual leaving us something in their Will, a local business or 
individual donating a lump sum, or a grateful ex-client coming back with a gift when their lives 
take a turn for the better, we are sincerely grateful to them all.

 · Finally, there is our Board of Trustees, who meet regularly to guide our progress, review our 
achievements and challenge us to go further.  This good governance has been crucial to our 
success over the years.

It has been fantastic working with all these people.  One of the delights and challenges of my job 
is that the membership of these groups changes every year, refreshing all of our perspectives and 
meaning that no two years are ever the same.  I look forward to seeing where we all go in the year 
ahead.

Alison Hampton
Director
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Jenny Murray
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Jessica Tett
Jim Paterson
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Joanna Bleau 
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Counsellors

Receptionists
Dick Manson Chair 
Allan Sturrock Treasurer
Matthew Haggis Company Secretary 
Alison Hampton Executive Director
Bea Dundonald Counsellor/Psychotherapist 
Chris Hewitt PF Counsellor 
Dan Kelpie Treasurer designate 
Jan Buncle PR/Comms Professional
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Board
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Mark Hanson
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Nick Ball
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Staff
Alison Hampton Director
Aileen Murray Business Manager  
Adam Huntley Administrator
Carol Larkins Part-time Administrator
Catie Egan Part-time Administrator

Supervisors
Angie Fee
Carolyn Dougill
Chris Walker
Christina McDonald
John MacFadyen 
Judith Fewell
Kirsteen Greenholm 

Volunteers
Sheila Gould     Finance / book-keeping
Ninian Hewitt Gardening
Matthew Haggis Maintenance

Liz Bondi
Liz Perry
Mairi Nye
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Sandra Knight
Vicky McCombe

John Johnstone
Jonathan Wyatt
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Karen Nimmo
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Lynne Rollo
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Mairi Nye
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Mary Hennessy
Mary Leckie

Mary Lye
Matthew Haggis
Maureen Verrall
Merav Israel
Monika Szymańska
Nicola Collins
Paula Pratt
Paulina Nowak
Polly Bennett
Rachel Blake
Rachel Maisey
Rachel McFarlane 
Rebecca Singlehurst
Rhona Harrison
Ros Elphinstone 
Sarah Turner
Sarena Wolfaard
Sharon Kelly
Shirley Thompson
Stella Wilde
Sue Harper
Susan Beattie
Susan Cornish 
Susan Hamilton
Susan Smith
Val Caird
Valerie Smith
Veronica Sanudo
Wendy Nightingale

Our People
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The Year in Numbers
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Counselling sessions offered by our 
volunteer counsellors

Total number of sessions attended  
by clients 

Hours of paid clinical supervision 
provided for counsellors

Number of clients supported to 
address their issues 

Thousands of pounds estimated for 
the value of our volunteering

Thousands of pounds in total 
donated this year by clients

Legacy funding received by the PF to
 start a Young Adults service(£000’s)

Clients recommended by GPs, about 
27% of all clients

Number of counsellors currently 
volunteering every week

Hours of CPD training provided for 
counsellors

Typical cost (£) of a private 
counselling session in Edinburgh  

Percentage of clients living in 
disadvantaged areas of Edinburgh

Volunteer receptionists providing a 
warm welcome

Total number of sessions attended 
per client, on average

Thousands of pounds of tax 
reclaimed via Gift Aid

Experienced supervisors support    ing 
our high standards

Average donation our clients can 
afford to make per session (£)

Hard-working staff keeping it all 
running smoothly

Our minimum donation in order to 
receive our full service (£)

Counselling at the PF

What types of counselling does 
the PF offer?

Why do people come to the PF 
for counselling?

How do clients find out about 
the PF?

Person Centred
Psychodynamic
Pyschosynthesis
Transpersonal
Process Work
Dialogue
Transactional Analysis (TA)
Gestalt 
Counselling Psychology
Core Process (Karuna)
Integrative
Contemporary Psychotherapy

Anxiety/Stress  15.7%

Relationships  14.8%

Depression  12.9%

Self Esteem  11.3%

Bereavement/Loss 8.9%

Trauma/Abuse  8.2%

Childhood issues 7.4%

Living/Welfare  5.5%

Work/Academic 4.5%

Anger/Violence 2.3% 

Spiritual Growth 2.2%

GP recommendation  26.7%
Friend 

 26.4%
University Counselling  8.3%
Been Before 

 7.8%
Other Agency 

 6.8%
Internet search  6.1%
Family 

 4.5%
Reputation 

 2.8%
Other NHS Service  2.8%
Employer 

 1.4%
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Client Feedback

Counselling gave me the tools to 

rebuild my life from a more or less 

‘rock bottom’ state, to the point at 

which I am now; where I am able 

to function on a day-to-day basis 

and my depression and anxiety 

hold much smaller parts in my 

own sense of self. 

I benefitted from having somebody 

to talk to about the problems I was 

having, and feeling as though I 

was understood enabled me to 

find greater compassion for myself. 

I know I would have been unable 

to afford private counselling, so 

I was extremely grateful for the 

opportunity to attend counselling 

at PF. This is an invaluable service 

which I really cannot commend 

enough.

At the PF we seek feedback from all our clients after their counselling has finished.  These are a selection of the comments we have received this year.  
They are the actual words of the client, used with their permission.

I trusted my counsellor and it gave me 

the stability that I struggle to hold with 

the rest of my life. It was like travelling 

to a far away country, but in my mind. 

She showed me she cared about me. 

She never left me behind. She was very 

reliable, understanding, positive, patient, 

professional, encouraging, caring, and 

funny. 

I felt like a priority. This meant a lot.

Working with my counsellor has been hugely 

rewarding. I loved her metaphor of journeying 

through a landscape with a companion. It helped 

me notice geographical features worth exploring. 

Travelling across terrain I knew, explaining, really 

looking at it, seeing the bear-traps, and the flowers 

and snakes and the horizon, clear or clouded. I feel 

I’ve travelled great distances from my starting point 

with her help.

Her calm and kind presence gave me permission 

to investigate the depth of some troubles past 

and present and bring them up to the light. I’m 

enormously grateful for her skill in listening, 

being-with, pausing when necessary so that I could 

hear myself and learn to pay attention to my own 

feelings and self-critical thinking cycles.

I can’t offer suggestions for improvements to the 

PF other than this thought: when I first came to 

the PF, I had no idea what was expected of me 

as a client, nor what to expect of a counselling 

relationship; how real it was likely to be, how 

the dialogue worked, how to navigate through 

my own fear and speak honestly. I did of course 

eventually talk quite a lot about the frustration of 

years spent not knowing how to break my silence 

and overcome my own revulsion at being seen 

as a problem, or a victim. I needed repeatedly to 

seek assurances that it was okay to say all that 

was hurting me. So it may be useful for therapists 

to realise that not everyone is able to ask directly 

for what they need, because they may never have 

been able to be open before, or been lucky enough 

to find someone they could trust to believe in 

them, which is the starting point for the actual 

work. It might help to say to such nervous souls (as 

I was) – you can ask anything, you can talk about 

anything; to give a little sign that things hidden are 

not forbidden to reveal themselves. 

I’m far happier, optimistic and self-determined. The hard questions I was asked in sessions have led me to changing my perspective on some things, and hardening my resolve on others. I am more capable of expressing myself with friends and family, and more empathetic towards them.
When once ignorantly sceptical, I’d now heartily recommend counselling, and PF in particular, to any and everyone.

My counsellor showed great compassion to me, that was very comforting. She was able to cast an objective light on the circumstances that led me to seek counselling. By doing this I was able to get a sense of perspective, and actually see that I was not responsible for the situation that had arisen . By doing this she has helped me address past issues and find a way to move forward.
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I didn’t really know what to expect, and it felt a little strange to begin with – being the centre of attention and having someone listen, really listen. It took a little bit of getting used to! But not in a bad way, if that makes sense? Being given such attention, and experiencing such empathy, helped me to open up further. I had a real sense of never being judged, of being welcome and accepted.Counselling helped me to make some big and very necessary life decisions, which have benefited my emotional and physical health enormously; to be able to think through things and see them a bit more clearly. I also learnt to better identify feelings and emotions.I decided very early on to simply trust my counsellor, and that trust was very well rewarded indeed, very beneficial. I’ve nothing but praise for her – while being extremely empathetic, she also was very professional. After each session I’d feel very happy: listened to, that I mattered.

I felt at ease from session one and 
appreciated the safe and open space that 
was created. I particularly liked the 
fact that I could bring anything to the 
session without feeling guilty 

I liked having space to reflect on how my 
anxiety impacts on me and the reasons 
underpinning this. It really helped.

In the beginning I wasn’t sure if counselling was for me. I 

thought I was a smarty-pants who knew everything, and 

that just saying what I was feeling wouldn’t be beneficial, 

but I thought I’d try it as it was a dark period in my 

life.  Now I can say with certainty that I am a better, 

more equipped and emotionally stronger person. My 

counsellor listened to me without judgement or question, 

she challenged me to think hard at times when I was not 

able to see another perspective, and supported me when 

I needed it. She has been patient, understanding, kind 

and warm and I formed a very trusting bond with her. 

I have become able to identify and change negative 

patterns in my behaviour that I previously was unaware 

of or unable to adapt. I have learned to forgive and 

let go of issues, which has freed my mind up to pursue 

more positive outcomes in my life. I have become more 

mindful, identifying my feelings more clearly, noticing 

when I feel anxious and being able to quickly assess why. 

And, ultimately, I have learned so much about myself as 

a person, my experiences and how they have shaped me 

and why I am the way I am.

I had no idea what I was walking into, though I know I needed help. My counsellor created and hosted an atmosphere where I could ‘think out loud’ and come to conclusions myself. This environment is something that I’ve not experienced before, I found it very useful.

The experience was fantastic. My counsellor was patient, clear, and I quickly developed a level of trust that meant I felt comfortable talking about everything I needed to talk about. She was particularly good at coming up with useful metaphors that neatly summed up complex ideas or emotions.
It’s made me more confident. It’s made me see the things we talked about as valid rather than something I’m overreacting to. It’s enabled me to contextualise what I’m feeling and avoid spiralling into old, negative behaviour loops.

I felt heard, and that he 
understood the issues I brought. 

Very importantly, he was patient. 
It took a long time for me to 
realise that he was open but not 
pushing for me to be present with 
him. I felt seen – just as I was – 
and accepted, in a way that I 
had not experienced before.

Absolutely fantastic – she was 
awesome easy to talk to and I 
trusted her not a problem



As I open the door to enter into the PF Counselling Service, 
my attention is caught by the most beautiful bunch of 
flowers.  I pause and take in how they are arranged, their 
form, their shape, colour, their relationship with each 
other. And how they take up the space in the vase and 
on the shelf.   I walk along the corridor past the open 
counselling rooms where I notice that on each table is a 
delicate vase with simple flowers.  I know that the flowers are given to the PF most weeks, whatever 
the season, by one of the volunteer counsellors.  I imagine her walking around her garden carefully 
selecting each flower as she imagines in which room they will reside.

I go into the office immediately on my right where I sign in and where I receive any messages.  I am 
greeted warmly, with chat and laughter.

I enter the volunteer counsellors’ room.  There on the counter is a selection of teas and a large tin 
of biscuits: gingers, custard creams, bourbons.  It is always full.  Perhaps there is a good fairy who 
magically refills it every time a biscuit is taken.  On the board are details of workshops I can attend.  
Various counsellors of all ages, genders, and from a multiplicity of backgrounds and cultures sit 
thinking about their last session or their next client, or recording their notes from the previous 
sessions, whilst others talk quietly in small groups. 

Just beyond this room I see the always open door of Alison’s office letting me know, if I want to have 
a quick conversation or to discuss something more serious, she is there, available.

I experience this every time I enter into the PF space.  I feel embraced, welcomed.  And I know that 
whatever happens here I shall be accepted, respected and valued for who I am.  Although I am not 
a client or a volunteer counsellor, I have been changed by my encounters here.  

I experience what has come to be known as a facilitating environment, one where not only are 
my physical and material needs being met, my emotional and relational needs are too.  It is as 
if the care and attention given to the physical space symbolises the care and attention given not 
just to each client but also to each volunteer whatever their contribution, be it as a counsellor, 
receptionist, Board member.  

Each of us who makes a contribution is trusted to offer our best of ourselves, whatever that might 
be.  There is no heavy reliance on the rule book, few regulations.  Difficulties, struggles and conflicts 
are explored within the context of a principled relationship.  Each encounter here – in the office, the 
corridor, the counsellors’ room, Alison’s room – offers an opportunity for an ethical encounter in 
which, according to the French philosopher Levinas, we have a responsibility to bear witness to the 
‘suffering other’, implicitly by offering something that is quietly authentic, explicitly by attending to 
the other, listening and taking in, holding the other in our mind.  

Those of us who work in the therapeutic field have suffered one way or another, we 
have all experienced loss.  The PF exists not just for the benefit of clients.  It exists 
for our benefit too, for all of us who work here in one capacity or another.  Through 
the PF’s enactment of the values and ethics of therapeutic work it offers us a space, 
a physical and a psychic space, where we can be the best of ourselves; what we are 
given we can offer to our clients in the full knowledge that we are not alone.  This is 
an act of reciprocity.

And this takes me back to the flowers.  For I believe that the picking of the flowers, 
the acceptance of them and the arranging of each flower into a vase, the placing of 
each vase into its space, is an act of love which is repeated over and over again.  It 
says that whilst you are here you will be cherished.  
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The Values of the PF
Judith Fewell, Board Member
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In the spring of 2017 we launched a new extension to our service – the PF Young Adults service.  
This exciting development is the result of a successful bid for a three-year funding grant, which 
was made available by the winding-up of a charity which had provided counselling to young 
people.  OSCR’s regulatory requirements mean that funds transferred from one charity to another 
must be used appropriately.  Hence the idea of a PF service focussed on younger people emerged.

New for the PF

PF Young Adults is part of the PF Counselling Service, but identifiably distinct within it.  It benefits 
from the leadership, management and ethos of the PF, allowing an expansion of the service 
without disrupting the successful core.  It features a number of innovative factors, new to the PF:

 ¾ Opening on Saturdays.  Previously the PF building was not used regularly on a Saturday.  PF 
Young Adults increases the utilisation of our premises significantly, at a marginal cost.

 ¾ Prioritising places for young people.  The age range of PF Young Adults is 18-25 year-olds. 
Around 100 of the PF’s clients in 2015/6 were under 26, so the service had an immediate 
positive impact on our ability to meet existing demand, as well as attracting new young clients. 

 ¾ Offering a time-limited service of 12 sessions per client.  Young people often need fewer 
sessions to achieve change, so limiting the number of sessions does not usually have an 
adverse effect on outcomes.  However, it allows us to offer a service to more clients each year.

 ¾ Providing opportunities for paid work to counsellors.  PF Young Adults provides a new 
element to the mix of developmental opportunities for counsellors available at the PF.  Our 
seven paid counsellors are drawn from, and continue to be part of, our team of volunteers.

Dean & Cauvin Trust

PF Young Adults

Dean & Cauvin Trust is one of Edinburgh’s oldest charities, established in 1733 by 
merchants in the city to rescue children and young people from the streets.  They focus 
on working with young people aged 15 – 26 as they make the transition from being looked 
after to living independently in the community.

Pilot Partnership

In February 2017, PF Counselling worked with the Dean & Cauvin Trust to help develop 
a new counselling service for Dean & Cauvin clients between the ages of 18 and 26.  As 
this was a new sort of partnership for both charities, it was set up as a six-month pilot to 
assess client demand and to develop appropriate working arrangements.  If successful, it 
is hoped it will continue for at least two years, and possibly beyond.

Initially the service provides:

 ¾ A PF counsellor for one half-day per week, offering up to 3 clients weekly counselling.

 ¾ Six sessions per client, extendable to a further 6 sessions if required.  If further counselling is 
deemed beneficial, the client may be referred to the PF core service for longer term work.

 ¾ A new opportunity for Dean & Cauvin keyworkers to ‘refer’ their young clients for counselling.

PFYA counsellors: Lucy Dixon, Laura Faggetter, Katie Piercy, Ingrid Woodhead, Valerie Smith, Shirley Thompson, Rachel Blake
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Income & Expenditure
for the year ended 31 March 2017 
  General Designated Restricted Total Funds Total Funds
  Funds Funds Funds 2017 2016

Income £ £ £ £ £
 Donations 16,544 - 135,730 152,274 9,982 
 Charitable Activities 208,639 - - 208,639 205,136 
 Investments 687 - - 687 808
  225,870 - 135,730 361,600 215,926

Expenditure
 Charitable Activities 185,258 2,511 122 187,891 180,001
  
Net Income (Expenditure)  40,612 (2,511) 135,608 173,709 35,925

Balance Sheet
as at 31 March 2017 2017 2016 
  £ £
Fixed Assets 
 Tangible Fixed Assets 292,424 288,228   
 
Current Assets
 Debtors 4,070 4,183  
 Bank & Cash 275,475 105,543
  571,969 397,954
Creditors
 Amount falling due within one year 5,362 5,056

Net Assets 566,607 392,898  

Fund Balances
 General 43,036 36,498
 Designated 344,791 313,228 
 Restricted 178,780 43,172
  566,607 392,898

This has been another successful year for PF Counselling, with income from client 
donations and Gift Aid up 4.5% compared with the 15/16, due to a recovery in the level 
of activity.  The PF continued to benefit from the support of NHS Lothian, to the extent 
of £40,000 through a Service Level Agreement, and the now complete Working Health 
Services Lothian contract. Charitable Trusts and other donations contributed £16,500.

Overheads at £130,000 were higher by £14,143. This was mainly due to expenditure on maintenance and 
repairs dealing with building subsidence (partly covered by insurance) and the commissioning of a new data 
management system to meet modern security and operational requirements.  Salaries were reduced as the 
Director began working a 4 day week, although this was countered by the costs of an associate director on the 
fifth day. The staff pension scheme was introduced on 1st August 2016. 

Total funds of the core PF operation at 31st March stood at £566,607, of which £292,424 is in fixed assets, 
principally the Balcarres Street property. £70,000 is in Restricted and Designated Financial Stability funds 
which would cover the operating overhead costs for approximately 6 months, in line with the charity’s stated 
Reserves policy. £20,000 is in the Building Maintenance fund. Of the remainder, £43,000 are unrestricted 
funds available for the further development of our charitable activities.  

In addition, in November 2016 PF received £135,730 from the winding up of a charity in Edinburgh. This 
donation was restricted to be used for the set-up and running of a PF Young People service.

Allan Sturrock, Treasurer

Finance
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We would like to thank everyone who has offered help and support to the PF throughout 2016 and 2017.  This 
help comes in many forms - cash donations, service support, in-kind goods and pro-bono services. 

Our warmest thanks go to all those who have supported the PF this year...

ORGANISATIONAL DONATIONS
Baillie Gifford, who donated some much-needed office furniture.
Sainsbury’s Local, Morningside and Quartermile, who collected change at their tills.

INDIVIDUALS
All the PF clients for kindly making donations each week when they receive counselling.  These donations give 
us a strong foundation of independent funding, ensuring a sustainable future.

The following kind individuals make regular donations, supporting us throughout the year:  
Frederique Verhulst, Gordon Hendry, J Arkieson, Julie Brodie, Peter Haggis, Tom Mayo.

All those who generously made various one-off donations in the course of the year.  Those who 
recently donated more than £100 include:  Mike Moss, Nirved Wilson, and the estates of Dorothy Fyfe 
and Pamela Beasley.

 ¾ Aileen Murray and her West Highland Way walkers and sponsors (see page 12 for more)
 ¾ Cathy Ayles, who opened her garden for us as part of Scotland’s Gardens scheme 
 ¾ Katie Lindsay and Chris Ayliff, who ran the Edinburgh Marathon for us
 ¾ Rachel Maisey, who swam the length of Lake Coniston for us

ANONYMOUS
Every year we receive many donations from people and organisations who wish to remain anonymous.  This 
year £9,717 was donated anonymously.  We are, of course, deeply grateful for this support.

We depend on direct support from the people, organisations and communities of Edinburgh, in order to 
provide a service to individuals regardless of their ability to pay.

There are many easy ways that you, your friends, or 
your employer might help us.  These include:

 ¾ Easyfundraising - free donations when you 
shop online at all your usual places

 ¾ Amazon - more free donations when you buy 
books, music and household items

 ¾ Making a one-off or regular donation

 ¾ Leaving a legacy in your Will

You can find more information, and make a donation, 
on our website:

www.pfcounselling.org.uk
(Go to the menu heading ‘Helping the PF’.)

NHS Lothian
Despite ongoing funding challenges in recent years, NHS Lothian has continued the 
Service Level Agreement which provides around 15% of our income, in recognition of the 
contribution we make to mental health services in Lothian.

Supporters

Can You Help?
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Walking the  
West Highland Way

A Touch of Hope
Complementing counselling with aromatherapy

The PF has worked with the award winning Hope’s Garden for over three 
years to offer “a touch of hope” to PF clients for whom aromatherapy can 
be an effective treatment to complement their counselling.  

In the spring of this year, we ran a joint fundraising campaign to enable more free or low cost aromatherapy 
massage sessions to be offered to PF clients who are on low incomes.  

A PF and Hope’s Garden client, said “I sometimes feel I am invisible to people, 
and I’m not imagining it, but Hope’s Garden is respecting me and treating me 
as an individual.  With the sense of smell and touch involved, I have a kind of 
presence.  It makes me feel I exist.  Sometimes my head is so messed up.  It 
unblocks some of the barriers I have put up, which I also talk about with my 
counsellor.  The aromatherapy massage clears my mind and makes me think 
straighter.  I wouldn’t have anticipated it, but it does. I think everybody should be 
able to try it, because they won’t know till they do.”

We were all delighted to raise a total of £855, which means that full courses of aromatherapy treatment can 
be offered to at least six PF clients, and perhaps more (depending on whether those clients are able to make a 
voluntary contribution towards their treatment, helping the funds to stretch further).

In May of this year, a group of PF counsellors, staff and 
supporters walked the whole of the famous 96-mile-long 
West Highland Way.  They did it for the personal challenge, 
and to raise funds for the PF.  

They set off from 
Milngavie on Saturday 
27 May in good weather 
and fine spirits, and 
by Wednesday the 
group were heading for 
Rannoch moor, powered 
by Tunnocks Caramel 
Wafers...

On Friday 2 June eight walkers strode joyously into 
Gordon Square in Fort William, the official finish of 
the walk.  A delighted and not-too-exhausted Aileen 
said “I’d like to say a massive thank you to everyone 
who supported us; to those who donated the 
luggage transfer service; to the friends who walked 
with us on Sunday; for the sunshine; and to Team PF 
for being great company over the seven days.”

Congratulations to all, and our thanks to Aileen 
Murray, Jeanette Campbell, Susan Hamilton, Gordon 
Laird, Carol Lawson, Alan Murray, Katie Piercy and 
Veronica Sanudo.

The team, generously supported by various friends along the way, raised over £4,200.  Wow!
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What does ‘PF’     
      stand for?

Jeanette Campbell, Paulina Nowak, Lenore Simson, Chris Brown, Christina McDonald

Ali Moir, Valerie Smith

Elaine Aitken, Chris Brown, Jonathan Wyatt, Andy Hardie, Paula Pratt

Craig Miller, Adrian Tupper, Ingrid Woodhead 

Nicola Collins, Jessica Tett, Adria Stubbs

Marian Grothey, Chrys Hibbert,Rachel Maisey



Recognised
Counselling

Organisation

8 Balcarres Street
Edinburgh
EH10 5JB

0131 447 0876

info@pfcounselling.org.uk

www.pfcounselling.org.uk

Opening Times

Monday to Thursday 9am to 9pm
Friday & Saturday 9am to 5pm

The allium flower emerges 
from its multi-layered 
subterranean heart when 
it experiences the core 
conditions of warmth, 
moisture and light.  If 
those conditions have been 
absent in its early life, it 
may need the attention 
of a good gardener to 
ensure it experiences them 
for a while, to re-start the 
process of growth.  Then 
s/he can be valued as an 
emerging shoot, when in 
full flower, and later when 
the mature seed-head 
offers lasting and resilient 
beauty. 
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